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See the FULL COLOR HARDCOVER textbook option! Go to openintro.org/os/_hc, which redirects

to the proper  page. This listing is for a BLACK-AND-WHITE INTERIOR paperback. The OpenIntro

project was founded in 2009 to improve the quality and availability of education by producing

exceptional books and teaching tools that are free to use and easy to modify. Our inaugural effort is

OpenIntro Statistics. Probability is optional, inference is key, and we feature real data whenever

possible. Files for the entire book are freely available at openintro.org. OpenIntro has grown through

the involvement and enthusiasm of our community. Visit our website, openintro.org. We provide

videos, labs for R and SAS, teaching resources like slides, and many other helpful resources.
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Best intro stats book!! It's clearly written and not super wordy. Perfect book for a person with decent

math background trying to get into stats fast. It also covers a lot of material in good detail. I originally

used the free PDF version available on the website, but I wanted a physical version so I could use it

as a quick reference.As an FYI, the printed version has black and white pages.

This book saved me! I needed a primer on statistics quick while I was taking advanced statistic

courses, and this was perfect. The content is described clearly and in plain English. For those who

are just starting out in statistics, I highly recommend this book. The topics it covers are almost

required in order to get a good grasp of fundamentals such as sample distribution, t-distribution,

f-distribution, ANOVA, chi-square, and intro to regression.I really hope they come out another

edition that covers more regression topics as a next read.



This book is absolutely great.Just enough data basics, and probability theory basics to be able to

introduce the more complex topics. The later chapters have the most emphasis on statistical

hypothesis testing, which is vital in most modern companies to run A/B tests and make product

decisions. This book is for you if you have little statistical knowledge or you need some refreshing. It

has no proofs for theorems and no unnecessary complexity, just enough maths to make you

understand the concept, but has tons of examples and exercises instead.

This is my first "open source" textbook, I love the idea of reasonably priced school books. The text is

pretty good if a bit basic, the index is meaningful (not automatically generated), there are lots of

sample questions. The answers at the back have short explanations, not always the clearest.

For my summer classMy teacher recommend to usLook good so far

This is a great intro statistics text. Unbelievable price - especially the free pdf version that you can

download from the OpenIntro website. I plan to use this as the text for an introductory graduate

course that I am teaching. Great alternative to the $200 texts sold by the main textbook companies,

covers the same material.

Strong statistics text with example use cases.

Statistics seems to be a subject that is easy to make it look hard. But not in this stellar book filled

with beautiful explanations, a myriad of examples, guided practices and exercises with answers.

The text is sharp clear. And to think that this book costs so little. Just amazing.
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